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	Joint Preservation of the Knee: A Clinical Casebook, 9783030014902 (3030014908), Springer, 2019

	
		Comprised of clinical cases demonstrating strategies for both common and complex knee preservation, this concise, practical casebook will provide orthopedic surgeons with the best real-world strategies to properly manage the many kinds of knee injuries and disorders they may encounter. The opening section presents the knee joint as a unique structure, reviewing the anatomy and function of articular cartilage and the meniscus, the effects of joint malalignment, the role of the synovium, and how joint failure is defined. The next two sections are comprised of clinical cases with a unique presentation, followed by a description of the diagnosis, assessment and management techniques used to treat it, as well as the case outcome, and clinical pearls and pitfalls. Cases included illustrate small and large cartilage defects, osteochondritis dessicans, chondral defects and lesions, meniscal allograft transplantation, and tibial and tibiofemoral cartilage defects, among others. The final section examines the current evidence for the treatment of articular cartilage lesions and emerging techniques in knee joint preservation and cartilage restoration.
	


	
		Pragmatic and reader-friendly, Joint Preservation of the Knee: A Clinical Casebook is an excellent resource for orthopedic surgeons and sports medicine specialists treating common and complex injuries of the knee.
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The Book of Odds: From Lightning Strikes to Love at First Sight, the Odds of Everyday LifeWilliam Morrow, 2014

	From the popular Book of Odds website, this stylish and accessible reference book offers a fascinating peek at the probabilities that govern every aspect of human life


	Did you know that your odds of dying from drowning are higher than the odds of meeting your mate on a blind date? That the odds a child has seen Internet porn are...


		

Human Computation (Synthesis Lectures on Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning)Morgan and Claypool Publishers, 2011

	Human computation is a new and evolving research area that centers around harnessing human intelligence to solve computational problems that are beyond the scope of existing Artificial Intelligence (AI) algorithms. With the growth of the Web, human computation systems can now leverage the abilities of an unprecedented number of people via the...


		

Perception and Illusion: Historical Perspectives (Library of the History of Psychology Theories)Springer, 2004
The phenomena most intimately involved with vision were those of
light. Indeed, the distinction between light and sight was not seriously
entertained until Kepler described the optical properties of the eye, early
in the seventeenth century. Before Kepler, vision was essential to optics,
and disorders of vision provided...




	

Python 3 Object-Oriented Programming - Second EditionPackt Publishing, 2015

	Unleash the power of Python 3 objects


	About This Book

	
		Stop writing scripts and start architecting programs
	
		Learn the latest Python syntax and libraries
	
		A practical, hands-on tutorial that teaches you all about abstract design patterns and how to implement them in Python...



		

Introducing Maya 2011Sybex, 2010

	A practical, step-by-step guide to Maya 2011


	Four previous editions can’t be wrong: this book is the perfect introduction to 3D and Maya. Learn to build and animate your own digital models and scenes with step-by-step instruction and fun and practical examples, while you draw inspiration from the striking examples...


		

.NET Web Services: Architecture and ImplementationAddison Wesley, 2003


	.NET Web Services is the authoritative guide to designing and architecting better Web services using Microsoft technologies. Written by Keith Ballinger, a Program Manager for XML Web Services at Microsoft, this book explains what Web...
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